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It is rigorously shown that inverse-dynamics models can be used to stabilize plants 
of any ord�r provid�d that th� inw:rs�-dynamic mod�l is Ils�d in a miXf:n mod� 
fashion, in that of a 'Static and Dynamic' State-feedback (SDS) mode, When the 
r�slllting <":ontrol1�r is lls�d for tra<":king in<":r�asing th� gain of th� dynami<": f��dha<":k 
decreases lhe tracking error. YeL anoLher al LracLive fealure of Lhe SDS schenle is 
that th� inv�rs�-dynamin, modd <":all b� tlln�d oll-lin� by IlIlY adaptation mech
anism without cancelling stability if the conditions of the non-adaptive stability 
theorem hold at any time instant. Computer simulations of the control of a chaotic 
bior�ador and a 'r�alisti<":' robotic manipulator J�monstrat� th� rohllstn�ss of th� 
approach. It is shown that SDS <":ontrol will yi�IJ 7�ro a."lymptotic f:ITor wh�n 
(:()flLr()lling Lll� bi()re;.u: i,()r Iisi rig an inverse-dynaflli(:s fIl()del whi(:h when Ilsed in a 
traditional mod� wOllld yidrl i ntolerably large errors. Tn th� <":as� of th� roboti<": 
ann sirllulalions Lhe eITeds of perLurbaLion and sanlpling frequency are invesLi
gated and the SDS control is compared \vith the non-adaptive computed torque 
method . •  '\. fully self-organizing associative neural network architecture that can be 
Ilsf:d to approximat� th� inv�rs�-dynami<":s in th� form of a Position-ann-Dir�<":tion
to-A<":tion (PDA) map is also d�scrih�d. Similariti�s b�tw��n th� hasal ganglia
LhalarnocorLical loops and the SDS scheme are discussed and iL is argued lllal. Lhe 
SDS scheme could he viewed a.o..; a fIlodd or higher order fIlol.or runcLions or Lll�S� 
area...,. 

1 Introduction 

The issues in controlling generic non-linear plants include the design of stable 
control laws ba...,ed on a good understanding of the plant under study and its 
environment, optimal control in 'w·hich a cost minimizing controller is sought 
for, along with col l ision-free trajectory p lanning for autonomom:; vehicles or 
robot manipulators, adaptive control for compensation of parameter Ullcer-



taird,ies, and rolllJsL control. Tn this chapter "ve present a recenLly i ntrodlJced 
two-step control system .vhich makes it pos:.,ible to incorporate optiuwl control 
and adaptive robust control in a single model 1 • Our control system consists 
of hvo parts and so it is somel,vhat similar to Model Predictive Control (}''1PC) 
2. To help to motivate our departure from MPC a brief overview of it is first 
dealt with. 

Tn MPC (also called receding hori7,on control )  a finite horizon optimal 
control prohlem is solved and the resulting controller is llsed dllring a time 
interval shorter than the horizon of the optimal control problem. The process 
is then repeated indefinitely. Stahi lity and robustnesR is ensured by indllding 
artificial constraints such as conservative control and state constraints, in the 
optimal control problem 3,4,,'1. Adaptive model predictive control is even ha,rder 
to achieve t;ince Lhe tlolution :::;el, o[ LIte optimal control problem corre:::;ponding 
to rough parameter estimates may well be empty. This can be overcome by 
introdllcing para,meter pertllrhatiom; which restore controllability bllt do not 
increatle the e:::;timation COt;t 6,7. �JPC it) a natural area [or the applicaLion 
of artificial neural networks (ANK s) which can then be used to identify and 
implement a plant model. 

Solutions of optimal control problems l,vith stationary plant dynamics and 
cost structure can be given in terms of an optimal static state-feedback law 8. 
SllCh a cost structure may arise in minimum energy control or in path planning 
problems. If the dynamics of the plant is given by it = f(q, u)� ."here q is the 
state or LIle plant, u is the control and u*(q) denotes the 0pLimal reed hack law

then the equation of motion of the plant becomes 

it = v"(q) (1 ) 

where v*(q) = J(q, u*(q)). Equivalently, one may start rrorn Eq. 1 and search 

for a static state-feedback lmv u = UX (q) -which governs the plant to track the 
,<;p(;Ul-firld v*(q). ThiR corresponds to the approach employed in the prefient 
paper. The speed- field to be tracked need not he the soluLion o r  an optimal 
control problem but may be designed by other means� and one can then take 
into accOllllt a, variety of objectives a,nd constraints. One SllCh objective might 
be the robustness of control, i.e. v* could be designed in such a way that 
tracking it with a bounded error (Ilit - v"(q)11 < b) results in a particular 
desirahle behaviour. 'l"ote that since in practice exact models are not availahle 
it is only bounded tracking that can be hoped for. As another example assume 
that the task is to follmv a given trajectory. Then v* could be designed in 
such a way that the desired trajectory attracts the solutions of Eq. 1 ,  i.e. that 
the equ i l i hrium Roilltion of Eq. -I Rhou ld he total ly fitahlc. Another important 
issue is the efficiency of the speed-field planning algorithm . .Jllst as in MPC� 
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one Inay \-vanL to rede.'ligll LIle speed field rreqlJelltly so that dlanges i n  the 
environment (caused, e.g. by moving obstacles) arc ahvays reHeded in the 
actual speed-field. Yet another design limitation, which is also considered by 
rvlPC and which probably affects v", are constraints on the controls. 

It i:::; noL only robusL conLrol buL also adapLive conLrol which can be ul5ed 
to deal with model uncertainties. Currently, the topic of adaptive control of 
non-linear pla,nts is an area of active research. Af\.\ls have been llsed both in 
on-line as vvell al5 oIr-line learning lllOdes [or Lhe approximaLion o[ various planL 
functions, such as the plant's kinematics 9.10, the plant�s (forward) dynamics 
1 1 ,1:.), n, and the plant 's inverse dynamics 1-1,1 i'i,Hi. Recently interest has grown 
in theoretical issues such as stability of on-line adapted ANK controllers. 

lVlOf;t of the rigorow:; stability reRlllts arc dcveloped for fecdback-linearisable 
systems ,,,here an on-line adapting inverse-dynamics model is utilised to cancel 
out non-linearities and render the system (approximately) linear and control
lable. Once a,chieved it iR then open to traditional methodR ava,i lahle for l inear 
systems, such as PD or PID controllers. An approximate inverse-dynamics 
can be found by estimating a forward model and then computing the inverse
dynamicR from the forwa,rd model using the methods of sta,tic feedback design 
17. Anothcr approach ifl to eRtimate the inverflc-dynamicR dircctly 1R. Tn the 
latter caRe it is llRllally aSRllmed that the Rtate vector of the normal form 1 Y 
is available for measurement - a requirement which can be hard to satisfy, 
hllt if; met fOT mechanical Ryfltcms flllCh as a rigid- l ink rohotic manipulatorf'>. 
The most popll1ar among several variants of this approach iR the so-called 
compllted torqlle method 20, where the Rllm of the outpllt of a Rta,bilizing PI) 
controller and Lhe del5ired acceleraLion i:::; inpuLLed inLo Lhe inverse-dynamics 
model. Other variants include the feedback-error learning model of Gomi and 
Kawato 21 , ,,,here inverRe-dynamics iR llRed to cancel the non-linearitieR and 
an exLernal PD conLroller is applied to sLabiliL,e Lhe sYI5Lem, or Lhe meLllOd 
of Yabuta and Yamada who apply the computed torque method but without 
the PD controller Tl. This l atter approach can be dangerolls, as ,"vas noted by 
the authors themselves and others 23, because in certain cases the system may 
becOIlle unstable. 

All the adaptive control schemes ,,,hich are known to be stable require 
a determination of the exact form of the parameter tuning (learning) proce
dllreR. Additiona,lly, and the best of Ollr knowledge, all the general Rchemes 
to date that have proved to be stable presume a linear parametrization (a few 
exceptions exist but it seems that there is no general solution to this problem 
24.25). Linear systems suffer from the "curse of dimensionality'� which - as 
it is hoped hy many in thc A K'J field - can he cirnlmventcd by ufling non
linearly parametrized systems 26,:n. Beyond robustness 0111' control scheme has 
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the olJ tstand i l lg p roperty LIlaL the approximate i nverse-dymuflics call also he 
adapted on-line using ony adaptation mechanisms, as long as the conditions 
of the stat-ir; control theorem hold uniformly. Kote that the obtained stahility 
result is global: there is no need to bound the initial error estimate. 

This chapter is organized as follmvs. In Section 2 we introduce two variants 
of the S I)S control scheme, the first variant having been deRigned to control 
firsL order planLs (i.e. planLs ",,-hose relaLive degree is olle) , ",,-hile the secolld 

variant can be used to control plants of any order. An outline of the stability 
proofs of the control RchemeR is given, \vhoRe details will he published else\vhere 
28. Then two examples are furnished to illustrate the \vorkings of our theory. 
In Section 3.1 simulations for controlling a chaotic bioreactor by the first SDS 
variant are presented. Tn the section follmving it the second scheme is llsed to 
control a ;1-joint robotic manipulator "'ivhen the physical quantities of the robot 
arm, such as the payload and friction coefficients, are imprecise. \Vhile the 
experimental and theoretical results \vere found to be in good agreement \ve 
alRo felt it necessary to disellRR some iRslles outRide of the domain of the the
ory, SllCh as the effect of low sampling rates. Tn Sedion 4 the nellral net\'mrk 
architecture \vhich can implement the speed-field planning mechanism and ap
proxllnatioll of Lhe illven:ie-dYllalnics ill one go it; quickly reviewed. AfLenvard:::; 
the biological relevance of the SDS scheme is discussed in Section 5. Finally 
the chapter iR rounded off \vith a summary a,nd further discuRsion. 

2 Theoretical Results: Robustness and Stable On-line Adaption 

Let f) � R'fl denote the domain of the plant's Rtate with the eqlmtion of motion 
given hy 

U = A(q)q + b(q), (2) 

where q is the staLe vedor of the plant and u E Rm is the conLro1. For the 
sake of notational simplicity the dependence of A and b on q "'ivill from nmv on 
not be explicitly represented. f\mv let us assume that we ha,ve an estimate of 
the true inverse-dynamic . ., [unction 1>(q, q) = Aq + b, given by +(q, q). The 
SDS Feedback Control equations can then be written as 

U Uj(q, q, v(q)) + w, 

A (<i>(q, v(q)) - <i>(q, q)) , 
(3) 
(4 ) 

where uf is the so called feedforward controller (to be specified later) , A > 0 
is the gain of feed back, and the desired motion iR determined by a speed-fie ld 
tracking task that prescribes the speed vector q of the plant as a fllllction of 
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the staLe vedor: 
q = v(q). (.5 ) 

Speed field tracking if; not typical in the control literatllre, hut arisef> naturally  
if we con:::;ider t;taLionary optimal-control problem:::; such a'S paLl! planning lat;k:::; 
29. Conventional control tasks, such as point-to-point control and trajectory 
trar;king cannot be exactl y  re\vritten in the form of f;peed-field tracking and 
vice versa 1,30. As ,vas argued in the Introduction the speed-field tracking task 
has the advantage that the designer can incorporate several objectives into 
the form of the speed-field to he tracked hence extend the model'f> range of 
posf>ibilitieR. 

In ,",'hat follows the usual definition of positivity for fields of square matrices 
will be reqllired. 
DlCF1NlTlON 2.1 Let M : D -t RPxp, p > O. M is said to be positive definite 
uniformly over D iff for nil qED the term M(q) is positive definite ond 
there e.,ists an c > 0 such that Amin(M(q)) > c holds for all qED. Uniform 
negative dr;jinite11ulll mn be similarly dr;fined. 

If M is a real quadratic matrix then let M > 0 denote that M is positive 
definite. Similarly, if M is a matrix field over D, let M > 0 denote that M is 
uniformly positive definite oyer /J . 
'TTTEORP.M 2.2 liCt the plant 'whose equation i.'l give11 by /-')'q. ;J lx; governed by 
Eqs. /I and 4 over the domain D. Let v(q) = Uj (q, q, v(q)) be the speed-field 
followed by the phmt which is governed by the fecdforww'd controller (llone. If 

1. Uj does not depend on q, that is, uf (q, q, v) = uf (q, v) 

,oj, AT A and AT A are 'Uniformly positivE definite over D ('sign-properness' 
a88umpNon) 

4- v( q), v( q) and A( q) (Jre Imiformly bOllnded and have uniformly bounded 
dpri'ljathwfi w.r.t. q o'l.!pr D, 

[hen Jar "ll A > 0 [he error aJ [r"ckiag v(q), e = v(q) - q, j, eveu[Hally 
uniformly bounded nnd the eventun/ bound b of the tmcking-crmr can be made 
arbitrarily small: more spfcijirally lJ = CJ( '/A). and the f;IJf:ntuol hound for the 
lime reaching Ilell � b i, proparlia,wl lo A. 

The proof is based on an extension of Liapunov's second method 1. One 
can make usc of the error equation 

Ae = A(v(q) - v(q)) + w 

,5 
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F .. dhack Contmllu 
u = D(q,q,v) 

Feodl'orward l'ontl'oUor U fI + 
If = u,(qA, r) 1-'--------i>O 

D(q,4, V) = 0$('1, V) - o$(q,q) 

Figure 1: The general SDS scheme 
The 'Static and Dynamic' State-D'eedback Controller is composed of two controllers. The 
approximat� i nv�rs�-dynami o::s fun o::tion oio(q,q) is m;�d to d�vdop th� r:omp�nsatory signal 
D(q, q, v) whir:h th�n r�nd�rs th� trao::king �rror to r�main bound�d. Thf> f��dforward loop 
driv�n by U = uf(q,q, v) alon� should b� bOllnd�d, and should hav� rf:strictf:d growth OVf:r 
Lhe allowed domain. 

and Lhe function L = �eT (AT A) e, vvhich it; then sho\vn to be an appropriate 
semi-Liapunov function of the dosed-loop system, thus completing the proof. 

Note that we do not assume that either A or A is invertible (not even in 
the gelleralized31 flellfle) . Kote too that the as . .''il1l11ptiollfl of thifl theorem fol lO'\...
from the assumptions of the original SDS stability theorem 11 ."hich is cited 
helow: 

THEOREM 2.:1 Assume that the feedforward controller is given by thE approx
imate -imlPr.<;p dynam-ir:s 

Uf(q, q, v) = .f.(q, v) = Av + b (7) 

and Owl lhe jollo'lJ.1'ing (It)tFmnpliont> hold: 

t. A and A (Jre invertible (in the generalized 8(;n8e) 

2. A -1 (md D = A -1 A are bounded away from singularitics uniformly over 
D 
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"------------1q J 

Figure 2: Doubling the role of the inverse-dynamics controller 
Tf th� plFLnt is a first-ord�r type the approximate inverse-dynamics based (3ontroller can h e  
lIsed a s  !'he [eedforwanl controller while preserving st ahility. 

3 the symmetrized pertlJriJation matri,r D+DT s(JtiSjiFS the sign-pmpernes" 
condition D + DT > 0 

4. A -I, b, V, D, b (]I'e bounded and have contirwDu8, bovndcd dcriv(ltivcs 
0'1.1(;1' n 

Then for all ( > 0 there exists a gain A and absorption time T > 0 such that for 
all e(O) that s(Jti"jv Ile(O)11 < T(A it holds that Ile(t)11 < ( , providedt > T and 
thp fiolut-ion ran be f.rtpnded up to timp t. Hp'fe f( is a ji:N:;d positive rOl1strmt 
and e(O) denotes the initial value of e, Further, A � O(l/c), 

The original proof [die::; 011 Lhe L.iapunov [unction candidaLe L = eT e. 
It can readily be seen that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 follow from the 
flRfmmptiolls lltSed in this theorem . In particular, if A (A) is invertible over J) 
then AT A > 0 (AT A> 0). Note furthermore that our nnv sign-properness 
aRRllmption AT A > 0 follmvfi from the original Rign-propernesfi aRsllmption 
D + DT > 0 Rince D > 0 iR equivalent 1,0 D + DT > 0 and AT A = 

(ATA)(A-1A) = (ATA)D, SO the assumptions made in Theorem 2,2 are 
weaker than those in the original theorem. Yet the inferences made llsing The
orem 2.2 are stronger since the boundedness of the initial error e(O) is no longer 
required. This result shmvs that the closed-loop system is glolmlly stable. 

The control tScheme, oeRcribeo by Eqs. 3,4 a,no specified by the &<;Jsump
tions stated in Theorem 2.2, is shown in Fig. 1. The particular form of the 
feedfor"\vard controller cited in Theorem 2.3 also enables one to specialize the 
controller to the one shown in Fig. 2. 

Afi i t  can be seen in Fig. 2, two identical forms of the eRtimateo inverse
dynamics function are utili7,ed� one in a feedforward pOfiition \vith ittS inpllt 
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Frod!)",,' COn1.",IIe .. 
u � D(q,q, v) 

u � D(q,q, v) 

D(q,q, v) � <P(q, v) - <P(q,q) 

u 
+ 

v }lorn,l .. rr.,·�,,� Dyo. 
U � <P(q, v) 

Figllre. :{: Robllst �ontrol of plants of any orne.r 
This s�he.me. diffe.rs from the. one. de.pide.d in Fig. I sin�e. nmv both the. fe.e.dforward and the. 
fe.e.dba�k �ontrolle.rs are. give.n i n  te.rms of approximate. inve.rse.-dynami�s. Ollr the.ore.m also 
�rlabl�s Orl� 1,0 adapL th� inv�rs�-dYfiarnics on-lin�; LlI� sLahility of LlI� cOriLrolloop will not 

be. aff�ded. 

from the state vector of the plant and the 'desired speed vector' v(q), while 
the other is in the feedback position with its inputs from the state vector of 
the plant and the measured or 'experienced� speed vector, q. The difference 
of the outputs of the two controllers is computed (Eq. 4): amplified and time 
integrated and then added to the output of the feedforward controller (Eq. 3)? 
Note that the boundedness of v means that the plant is essentially stabilized 
hy Uj in Llle sense that q-v(q) = v(q) -v(q) is hounded. This postulate may 
be hard to meet vyithout the invertibility condition on A. If A is invertible 
then the order (more precisely, the relative degree,1 2) of the plant can be shown 
1,0 he equal 1,0 one. 

A slight modification is needed in order to genera,l ir,e the control scheme 
1,0 pla.nLs of any order, Lhe 1I1OdiIied scheme being 1:)110VVll i.ll Fi.g. �. The rea.der 
will duly note that that the only real difference behveen the Figs. 1 and 3 is 
that the feedforwa,rd controller is replaced by the feed hack controller. Now \ve 

{.lIt is somewhat unfortunate that the speed vector it and thus an additional sensory 
syste.m is neede.d for the. �ontrol, but other methods also reqllire. this32. Still it is fe.asihle. 
that our me.thod can he extended in a way similar to the. one. sugge.ste.d by HSIl e.t al. :1:1 
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wi l l  give the correspollding, Illodified versioll or Theorelll 2.2. 
THEORF.M 2.4 A8.mmf' tha.t the jeedforw(}rd rontroller hOfI the for-m 

Uj(q,q,v) = o;i.(q, v) - o;i.(q,q), 

(which is the some (105 the input of the feedback integrotor). Further. (lSSUme 
that the following hold: 

2. AT A, AT A a.nd AT A are uniformly pO.'lit£1lf' df'jinite O'1wr n 

s. Ai v, b (}n: bOlJnded and have lmiformly bounded derinatives 1/.:. r.t. q 
over D 

Then for all ;\ > 0 the error of tmrking v(q), e = v(q) - q, is ""cntlwlly 
uniformly boun.ded and, further, the eventual bound b of the tracldng-eT'T'Or can 
be made arbitrarily ,,,noll, More specifically I> = 0(1 /:\), and the ""entual 
bound Jor lht lime rearhing Ilell � b is pmporl;o,,,,l lo A. 

The proor or this Lheorem is j lJst like to the first one and relies orl n 

Liapunov-function approach. First of all the relation 

(A + A)e = Av(q) + b - w (B) 

can be employed to shmy that L = �eT [(A + A)T(A + A)] e is an appropri

ate semi-Liapunov function. Then the proof is complete. 
The sl1btle point of this theorem (compared to the first one) is the reqllire

ment that ATA sho111d be 11niformly positive definite over n. At the same 
time the condition on the stahility of the feedfon .. vard part is sllperfluom, here, 
but the other conditions a.re the tla.me atl before. The theorem gi veti rise to a 
global stability rcsult just like that in Theorcm 2.2. Koticc too that thc par
ticular form of the feedfonvard and feedba,ck controllers make it 11nnecesf;ary 
to build a.n etltilnate of b. 

The main difference bet.veen TheorCIlls 2.2 &; 2.4 and their proofs is that 
in the error equation corresponding to the first scheme (Eq. 6) the r.h.s. is 
a function of the approximated inverse-dynamics through -V, ,,,hereas in the 
case of Eq. 8 there is no such dependence. This latter fact can be exploited 
to show that the abovc proof rcmains valid if A and b vary in timc but thc 
conditions of the  theorem remain val id at every instant. ThllS we get the 
follmving important corollary: 
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COH.()I,I,AH.Y 2.5 SUjJjJO.'if' fhof fhf' (;OTI,dif£OTI,S oj Tho)f"f"1Ji 2 . . f II,old ond fll.'io 
tiwt A = A(t) find ,; = ';(t). Next assume thai A"A(t) find A"(t)A(I) arc 

uniformly positive-definite oner n and for a.ll t > O. and tha.t A(t) -is bounded. 
Then the ronrlus£ons of the above tlH';onm still hold. 

The lower bound of .A is inversely proportional with inff,q "\lIill (A l' (q)A( q, t)) 

and inft•q Amin(AT (q, t )A(q, t)) and proportional to sUPt,q IIA( q, I) 11+IIA(q, I) 112. 
'J;'he uniform positive-definiteness conditions of the corollary follow, e.g. when 
A is bounded a:way from singularities lllliform ly over D: an assumption often 
required in adaptive control 32. It is clear� too that the stability result does 
not depend on the specific adaptation Illechanism utilized, .vhich is a fairly 
rare condition in adaptive control theory. However� one has to provide an 
additional proof to show that the conditions reqllired for A arc oheyed. 

3 Computer simulations 

3.1 Control of (I cfwotic phmt 

Chemical systems can be relatively simple as they usually have only a few 
variahles, but still troubleRome to control due to fitrong nonlinearitiefi which 
are difTiClJlt, to model accurately. A pr ime exarnple or Ulis is th e bio['eacLor. 
In its simplest form a bioreactor is simply a tank containing water and cells 
(e.g. yea,:;;;t or hacteria )  which commme nutrients (the "substrate") ,  produce 
products (both wanted and unwanted) and more cells. The simplest version 
of the bioreador is a continuous-fiow stirred-tank reactor in ""ivhich cell growth 
depends only on the nutrient being fed into the system. The target values to 
he control led arc the cel l  maSR yield and the nutrient concentration. A ha.Ric 
set of equations for such a bioreactor is: 

"'" 1 + ;3  
-c, (u. + I)) + S" + c, (1 - "2)1' , c----cc--1 + .8- C2 

(9) 

where (;1 and (;2 are, respectively, dimension less mass and su bstrate conversions 
34. The control parameter u is the flow rate through the reactor, ,,,hile the con
Lrol panuneler v it) Lhe ilo\\'! raLe utleu Lo raitle Lhe t;ubtlLraLe conceni-faLion. The 
constants j3 and " determine the rate of cell growth and nutrient consumption, 
while S defines the dimenRionleRs form of subRtrate concentration. 

ThiR prohlem ha.s proved chal lenging for convent.ional control l ers and ha.s 
heen suggested a.s a control benchmark problem :�.'). The system is difficult 
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Figure 4: Behaviour of the bioreactor for different constant timv rates 
The figures show the evolution of the bioreactor state variables as described by Eq. 9 \vith 
(u,v) = (0.8012,0.000.-1) and (u,1J) = ( I.OOS2,0.000Jl) for th� I.h.s. amI r.h.s. sllhfigllr�s, 
r�sp�divdy. Tn hoth ras�s th� r�ador wa..s start�rl from a 0.0001 n�ighborhoorl of an f>qui
librilll11 stat�. Tll th� first caSf> th� �qllilibrilllTl stat� is sta.bl�. whil� ill th� sen-mil cas� it i s  
unsLable and Lhe planl.'s sl.aLe approaches a liIIliL cycle. The vertical axis corresponds L o  l.he 
timc variable, while the left and right axcs represent the C2 and Cl parameters, respectively. 

to control for Revera.l rea.sonR. b'irRtly, the uncontrolled equationR are highly 
nonlinear and exhibit limlt cycles. Secondly, oplinlGl behaviour occurl5 near an 
unstable region. Note that for 3 = 0.02, I = 0.48 and 5 = 1 a Bopf bifurcation 
OCCUfR at 11, = 0.82U, D = 0.0004 a.s Rhown in Fig. 4. 

Our cxpcrimcntR ''lith this plant consi",tcd of two phascR cOfrcRponding to 
two seLs or targeL vallles for ('1 and ('2. Tn the firsL stage the system was hrollght 
to a steady state at (cl ' c;) = (0.0737, 0.8760) and then the target values were 
cha.nged to (('i, (';) = (0.1287, 0.8688), corresponding to a stable fixed point of 
the reactor with flow rates (u', v') = (0 .8012 , 0 .0001) . In the second stage the 
target ccll ma.ss wa.'S increased again, this tiulC' to (ci., c;) = (0.1737, 0.7978) 
with equilibrillm control values (n*, '1'*) = (1.06,52, 0.0004). ThiR change in set
point ,vas sufficient to shift from a stable regime into the domain of attraction 
of a limit cycle. Evcn if the correct model is known, small errors in parameters 
give rise to rather inaccurate control when a feedforward controller is used: an 
error of 2% in ')' lead", to .30% error in the target cel l  mil.fiR:1fi. The control was 
applied with a zero order hold of 0 .. 3 second", \-vhile sillllllating the bioreactor 
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Approximotoo model+feedbock 

��l � ! �r------'· ...... ------

ApprO.lmat� moW!. no fuobock 

Figure 5: Error of control in percent vs. time 
Th� error percentage of control is denoted hy f.i = , OO( q - (;{)/ ci, i = 1, 2, wh�r� ((�;, (;�) 
is the desired sel-poinl of the bioreador. Aft.er .SO seconds a new set-point. was designated 
that corresponded to an unstable equilibrium state of the plant. \Vhen feedback is in effect 
the error quickly reduces to zero. But 'without feedback the error remains high even if the 
inverse-dynamics is moderately imprecise. ['or details of the experiment sec the text. (with 
permission 30) 

with Elllerls method a.nd setting dt = 0.01 s. Roth pha.<;Jes la.sted 50 seconds. 
\Ve tested the first order S DS Control (�;qs. :114 a.nd 7) llsing the inverse

dynamic/:) corresponding Lo Eq. 9 \-viLlI i = 1 . 1"/. Since Lhe change of i re.'mIL:::; 
in an additive perturbation of the inverse-dynamics1 the SDS Control can be 
applied without any ref>trictiom; and the theory predictf; that SI)S Control will 
yield a bounded Lracking error. The :speed-field vva:::; gi ven by 'e(e1 ,(;1) = A(e1-
Cl, c; - c2L where A .vas determined such that with ideal control c(t*)/c(O) = 

lie for t* = 10/3 Sl where e(t) is the error of either ('lor ('2 at time t. The 
error of tracking is shown in Fig. 5. 

The first of the three sllbfigllres of Fig . . J corresponds to the case when 
the inverse dynamics model was ideal, while the second and third subfigures 
correspond to the cases .vhen the inverse-dynamics ,va..., imperfect1 with and 
without dynamic feedhack respectively. Note that there is almost no differ
ence bet,veen the first and second subfigures, implying that SDS Feedback 
could very efficiently compensate for the Inismatched inverse-dynamics model. 
However, when there .vas no feedback the error percentage of Cl was larger 
than 60% .. Fig. 5 sllggestB that sns Control if> able to prrfcrt1v compensate 
for the perturbation even though the pertlJrbation is highly non linear. This 
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nlso rollmvs lrom t,lle LIu-'ory Slnc(-' it, Call ht' shmVll LII<iL provided LIlt' plan/' 
reaches a sufficiently small neighborhood of the designated equilibrium state 
And CA,n be linearized, then the feedbAck CA,n compensAte in A perfect fashion 
1. Fig. :1.1 depicts the control variables and the ideal control values in the 
three casc:.,. This figure reinforces the impression that SDS Control i:;, efficient. 
Throughout these experiments the feedback gAin A '"VAS 1. 

Pertee! model+leedbo:ok Appro.imal'e model+leedbock 

-c-7----

I 
�, I-r------'/\, 

Approximal'e model, no l .. edbock 

The vector (u*, v"') gives the ideal equilibrium control, while (u. v) is the actual control. 
After 50 seconds a ne,v set-point is designated that corresponds to an unstable equilibrium 
of the plant so the ideal control values can not be assumed from the start. For details of the 
�xp�rim�nt S�� th� t�xt. (with p�rmission�O) 

S.2 Controlling a f1erond Ordf'F plant 

Consider the follmving equAtion describing the motion of a rigid-link robot :Hm 
(see fig. 6 )  

u = MIO)e + v (0. iI) - kil. 
Here 8 = (81, 82 , 8:",) is the vector of anglllAr positions of the robot (81 is the 
angular position of the robot base axis, O2 is the angular elevation of the upper 
arm above horizontal, (h is the angular elevation of foreann above horizontal) 1 

U = ('/1.-1 , 112, '/1.;'\) is the torqlle vector of actllators ('/1.-1,112 and n.1 denote the 
torque of the base, the upper arm and the foreann actuators, respectively) , 
M(B) is the inertia matrix, V(B,O) represents the Coriolis: centripetal force:;, 
and the gravity loading, and k > 0 is the friction coefficient. ='Jotc that this 
oq"ation haR the form of Bq. 2 with 'IT = lOT, liT], A(q) = [0, M(O)] and 
h(q) = V(O, i!) - l,i!. Unfortunately, the additive term iR not bounded if 11i!11 



M, 

J 

F'igurp. fi: Tdp.alizen :i-j oint rohotic maniplllator 
Tll(c d y munics or this 1-joinL rohoLi<;  man iplIla(.or is highly Ilofl-lin",ar. A I,ypical p,"rl u rhaLiofi 
is whp'1l thp. IlHl.nipulator grasps (or relp.<tsf's) an objp.ct. This can hp. lllodf'llp.d, say, by 
changing t.he [nass (Al:,d at. the end-efIec Lor. The cOIIlpensaLion [or slLch a pert urbat.ion 
is difficult, especially when the mass of the object is large compared to the mass of the 
manipulator. 

gOCfi to infinity. Thifl lllCflllR tha.t the sns scheme flhollid be f1pplicd on ly if 
one can ensure Q. priori that iJ remains bounded (morc specificallYl a bound 
CClll be given for 8) during the control . Since the plant if> a mechanical syRtem 
bouudeduetil5 can be a.chieved according Lo Lhe law of energy cOIltlervaLioll pro
vided that the controls remain bounded, l,vhich can be achieved e.g. by some 
variant of the iT-modification Rcheme or a projection method. ThiR condition 
was not implemented in the experiments, so the results once again shm" the 
robustness of the SDS scheme. 

Assllme that the task iR defined in termR of a certain speed-field s(8) given 
in the configuration space, i.e., the task is to make sure 

iI = s(O). 

\Ve adlnittedly abuse the terminology here, in that we usc the expreE-sion 
';Rpeed-field" to mean a vector-field both over the configllra.tion- and the Rtate
spaces. The speed-field over the state-space needs another component beyond 
the speed-field over the configuration E-pace, the field of desired accelerations. 
So let this be defined as the difference between the desired and the actual 
speed: 

a(O, 8) = s(O) - 8 
14 



Tn Lerms or q the de.'li red speed-field is gi ve r l by 

ExpreHHed i n  a noU,er way, v (q) T = [v( p, q)T , v ( p, q)T - ( p,q)T], where P, 
and P2 project their arguments to the second and first coordinates, respectively 
(i.e. P, q = B and P2q = iI). Let <i> (q, 4) = A (q)4 + b(q),  and let the 
'feedfonvard' controller be the differencing controller of TheorelTI 2.1: 

Additionally, 

<i> (q, v(q)) 

U t  (0, 6, 0) 
<i> ( q, v(q))  - <i> (q, 4) . 

A(q) [s (O) ,  a(O, 0)] + V(O, 0) - 1:0 
M(B)a(B, iI) + V(B, iI) - 1,iI. 

So if we let .p (e, 0, 0) = M(e)O + V(e, 0) - hO then <i> (q, v (  q) )  = .p(e, 0, are, 0)) 
and <i>(q, 4) = .p(e, 0, ii). Kote that here the domain D is equal to g3 x R3, 
where K if; the lmit circle. ConditionR 1 and <2 of Theorem 2.4 are eqllivalent to 
the condiLions lhal MTM > 0, MTM > 0, and MT M > 0 all hold uniformly 
over D, and that (d/dq)M and (d/dq)b are bounded over D. These latter 
conditionR depend only on the dynamicR of the robot arm and are met. The 
positivity conditions are also met� e.g. when the load changes 1. 

It should be mentioned that one can usc the 'siIllplified inverse-dynamics' 
q,o(r9,8) = q,(r9, 0, ii) becallse letting iJ = 0 in q, correRponds to an additive 
perturbation (since M does not depend on 0) and this can be compensated 
ro r w-i Lhollt  any addi Lional reql J i relrlellts. Tlre s i l l lpli fied i rrverse-dymun i cs is 
important for the case of learning schemes utilizing local approximators� as it 
means that only the configllration space (the :)-d Rpace for the :)-joint robotic 
arm) and not tl re Langent bllndle or LIle con flgllration space (a u-d space) need 
be discretized. This is an important property of the control scheme since the 
number of discretization unitR Rcales with the dimension in the exponent. 

The exact forms of M and V used in the computer experiments are taken 
again from the benchmark problem section 37 of the book edited by :rviiller et a1. 
:=!R, the correRponding eqll<lt,ionR being detailed in the Appendix. The eqllations 
were sampled at a rate dt = (LOIs using Euler's method and the control time 
interval .vas varied. In one set of experiments .ve used a high-frequency control 
(dt = O.Ols) , while in another set a lower sampling rate was tried (dt = 0.055). 
Tt .vaR evident that the Ellier method with the given Rampling rate limit,R the 
range of the control torqlles, Rince otherwiRe one may loose nlllnerical stability. 
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Figure 7: Control of a robotic manipulator using the SDS scheme 
Tn th� Ilpp�r (Iow�r) row th� n'slllts ,vith frf:quent (slow) samplings are shmvn, whp.rp.a.'l in thp. 
lefl (right) column results wiLh unperturbed (pert urbed) arm are present.ed. The subfigures 
shfnv the joint-angles as a function of time. For details of the experiment see the text. 

In the trials we made use of the following values: J = 0.5 kg m2 , M, = 10 kg, 
At, = 1 0 kg, /" = 0.6 m, /'2 = 0.8 m, k = �O kg m' /s, 9 = 9.8 1 m/s' (scc 
Fig. 0).  

\Vc considered point-to-point ta.:sks .vith the desired speed-fidd s(O) 
.\r(Oo - 0) , the Accelerat.ion field a(e, e) = s(e) - e, And control eq1lations 

v ,po(O, a(O, 0)) - ,po (0, 0) 
U AjV + w  

W Av. 

In the latter three the following set of values were used: AJ = A = 0.3, and 
Ap = 8.0. Basically, Ap governs the speed of motion, and its value was chosen 
so that the desired point can he rea.ched withing 2-4 secondfi llllocr norma.l 
conditions. 
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The non-adaet i ve cornplJ ted torque rneLllod \viLh desi red Lrajectory (Jd = 

eo, ar! = 0 and ad = 0 wa.'S tried too. The corresponding equations which 
govern the dynamics can be given by 

u AI4"o (O, iid + kv (lid - Ii) + kp(Od - 0)) 
AI4"0 (8, a(8, 8)) 

In the trials "\ve set kll = l and kl' = ,\,. In addition >"J was chosen to be 
smaller than one used to model an underestimated inverse-dynamics. 

Now typical results of eight different experiments arc presented. In the 
trial the applied control method (SnS, computed torque) , the pertlJrbation of 
the plant (no perturbation, perturbation with lvI, = M2 = 20 kg, J = 0,75 
kg m2 and k = 30 kg m2Js), and the sampling rate of control (high frequency 
sampling "\vith dt = O.Ol s and low frequency sampling "\vith dt = 0.0.3 s) 
were attempted, The start state was 8(0) = (+0,0332, +0,0125, +1.0529) with 
iJ = Ii = 0, while the desired end-point was (+0.1044, +1.1156, +0.6828) .  Kote 
that the angle of the robot-base axis needed to be changed only slightly. The 
experimentR were halted "\vhen the Rum of the pOfiitional and speed errors Wft.S 

s l nal ler Ulan 0,05. 
Fig. 7 shows the results for the SDS scheme. It can be seen that in the 

high frequency case the pertlJrbation had almost no eH·ed on the working. 
Tt was observed that in the initial phase it was the feedforward part which 
governed the plant, while later the role of the feedback part supressed that 
of the feedfonvard part. When Rampling was Rlow and the perturhation was 
significant (the mass of the robot was doubled) damped oscillations sometimes 
arOfie. IncreaRing the ga,in of control ,"yaR able to help thifi a little, hllt in practice 
it is more expedient to dlOOt;e lovver gains Lo minilnize energy COw:lU111ption. 

Fig. 8 shO\ys the analogous results for the computed torque scheme. The 
compllted torque method Reemed to he more RenRitive to the Rampling rate: 
in the low- rrequency case the controller was unahle to move the roboLic ma
nipulator to the desired end-point. Even in the perfect model and for high 
freqllency sampling the final error of the computed torqlle method "\vas consid
erably larger than that for the SDS controller. (In the case of the computed 
torque method O'"a' = (+0.1045, +1. 1547, +0.6254), while for the SDS con
troller Rfina, = (+0.1 044, + 1 . 1 1 56, +0.6828) = Rd . )  Of course, in generAl the 
dynamic part of the SDS Controller makes the controller more precise. De
sides this note that the inverse-dynamics model should explicitly contain the 
sampling rate 37 higher frequency sampling corresponding to a stronger con
troller. This in turn makeR the complltcd torque control ler fiomewhat weak in 
the case of low freqllency fiampling. The sns Controller did not sllffer from 
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Figure 8: Control of a robotic manipulator with the non-adaptive computed torque method 
Tn thf: llpp�r (low�r) row th(': r(':sults with the freqll(':nt (slm\') sampling arp. shmvn , while in 
Lhe left (right) column the resuHs wiLh Lhe uIlperturhed (perlurhed) ann are present.ed. The 
subfigures shfnv the joint-angles as a function of tilTl�. For debt.ils of the experiment see the 
text. 

this problem since the dynamic part could build up the appropriate control 
torq1le. 

4 An Artificial Neural Network hllplenlentation 

A neural neL\v01'k architecture capable of planning :::;peed-Iieldti and approxi
mating inverse-dynamics in a unified .vay is shown in Fig. 9. Here .. ve describe 
the .vorking mechaniRm suited to path planning prohlems 29. Thif> pa,rticlllar 
architecture vva:::; sugge,':lLed earlier by the author:::; 39,40. 

The layers of the architecture are called the sensory layer: the geome
try discrctizing layer, the interneural layer, and the control layer. The layers 
are connected as fol lmvfi. Spatia. l ly-tuned fcedforwa.rd connections bring the 
sensory information to the geometry discreti zing layer. The RenRory neUTOnf> 
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Control 1ayer 

lnterneuronal layet· 

Geometry di�cretising layer 

Sensory layer 

Figure 9: Architecture of the neural network 

provide the input to the net-vork, and they Il13Y be thought of as discrctizing 
the state-space of the plant. The nellrons of the geometry-discretizing layer 
should develop a problem-dependent diflcrctir,ation of the fltate-space, so the 
weights or these neurons may be developed in a sel r-orga n i z i ng process slJch as 

the ,,,inner-takes-all mechanism 41.42. The path-planning problem is given in 
terms of discretization point oCCllpancies, the discretization points being iden
tified \V- itl .  the nelJ l'OIlS or the geometry d iscreLi z i ng layers. A ny d iscretizatioll 
point can be occupied by an obstacle: the plant, or the target. It is also possible 
that more tha,n one discretization point might be occupied by an object. This 
results in a coarse coded, distributed representation of the object that in turn 
will result in smoother control signals. It is of course assumed that sensory 
inputs corresponding to start, target and obstacle entities are recognized by 
some higher order flyfltem. 

The geomeLry-d iscretiz ing layer lIas recurrent intralayer geomelrical con
nections that connect neighbouring nodes, whose connections can be learnt 
in a self-organized ,"vay, to� � 1 ."I2. Here the path-planning a,lgorithm might be 
implemented as follows. The laterally-oriented geometrical connections be
tween neighbouring discretization points a11mv activation to spread: ,,,,hen the 
activity-spreading on the diflcretization system settles down \ve say that an 
activity field is formed. \Ve call this the equilibrium activity map. The plant 
should move along the :'gradient" of this activity map which, as a vector-field: 
can be identified \vith the speed-field sought. (\Ve consider the neural net as 
a numerical approximation of a continuolls system. Tf the concepts are llSCO 
with care one can then talk abOllt the gradient field in the discreti?;ed system , 
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I.e. an approx i l i laLion or the correspond i ng quanti Ly i n  LIle cOlitilllJolJS sysLem . ) 
The activation spreading equation that forms this activity map can be of the 
diffusion typf' �;-VI'1 ,15,-1I\ 'i-vhen the eqlli l ibrium field only ha.<;J one minimum and 
one maximum. As a matter of fact, these extremes correspond to the position 
of the plant and the goal, respectively. All this is achieved by allmving a unit 
inflmv a,t the position of the plant and a llnit olltflmv at the position of the goal. 
A ny obstacles may be avoided by setting up appropriate bOlllldary conditions, 
like forbidding the activity to spread along the lateral connections of the dis
cretization points (neurons) occupied by obstacles, thus approximating to the 
Nellmann boundary condition. Tf the gradient of the equ i l i brium map is fol
lmved it results in a path from the plant�s actlJal position to the goal position. 
For on-line motion control the activit:y-ma,p should be continuollsly upgraded. 
Thitl itl important if either the obtltadeti or Lhe goal itl moving, or if either the 
controller or sensors arc imperfect. For continuous motion the changes of the 
equilihrium a,ctivity-map are differentia,l and thus the relaxation time of the 
spreading activation Ilwdel itl a differential quantity. Thitl ellableti fast 1 on-line 
path planning. 

Now let Utl return Lo the titeady-state diITutiion field case. The diITutling 
activities are sensed by the interneurons. The speed-field is represented by 
interneural activities \vhich are summed up to give the estimated control re
sponse. The interneurons are simple linear I/O units that serve as sensors and 
also as the starting point of associative fceclforward connections that point to 
control neurons. The free-space learnt control-connections allow the plant to 
move along the designed speed-field, if the control connections belonging to 
i n LerrrelJrons or tlle start-node geolf leLry con n ecLiorls are conLrol l i n g  the 1110-

tion. Obstacle avoidance 'i-vithout further training is really a natural conse
quence of the structure. The nct\'.rork can be made fully self-organizing with 
Hebhian-learning 4-1,42, the only exception being the arorementioned I l igl ler
order recognition module that initializes the formation of the steady-state 
geometry-discretir,ing-layer activities. The internellron-to-control nell ron con
nections (the control connections) form the direct, associative identification of 
the inverse-dynamics in the form of a 'position-direction to action' (PDA) map, 
its learning properties heing scrutinized elsewhere -1 7 .  Another henefit of this 
architecture is that the number of control-units scales linearly 'i-vith the number 
of discretization units1 and the discrctized space is not the tangent bundle of 
the configuration space, but rather the configuration space itself. The speed
field tracking formuliltion1 t he  freedom to llse a simplified inven;c-dynamics, 
and the internellron concept all contrihllte to an overall simplification of things. 
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5 Biological relevance 

The sns scheme has been sllggested a.s a s11itable candidate for constrllcting 
a model of h igher-order motor functions of the basal ganglia - thalamocortical 
loops 48 � since several special properties of the SDS scheme are highlighted 
when dealing \viLh Lhe.':le moLor areal':l. The case of identical feedfoJ\·vard and 
feedback controllers makes extensive usc of differencing and allows one to usc 
the Rimplified inverRe-dynamics. The S 1)5 model of motor control reqlliref> 
Lhe exil':lt.ence of cOl'Lical neurons that compuLe Lhe det;ired I':lpeed vedor v(q) �  
an estimate of the desired control vector 4t(q, v) , the experienced (mea.<;Jllred) 
speed vedor q, an estimate or the "'experienced control vecLor" 4- (q, it), and 
the appropriate differences. 

The SDS model of basal ganglia - thalamocortical loops identifies these 
differencingf> bet\veen deRired and experienced channels \.vith the fllndional 
consistency found in the basal ganglia 48. According to Alexander, the various 
projection to the external and the internal segments of the globus pallidus are 
similar in fll llctional ity, that can be seen via the activations of the medil1m 
spiny neuronR of the plltamen , the targdR of cortical aiferentf> ariRing from the  
motor area.". A n  adivat.ion or striated rned i lJ I I I  spi ny neurons associated with 
the different arms of the indirect pathway will tend to increase the output of the 
hasal gangl ia. In contraRt, an activation of medillm spiny neurons a..sRociat.cd 
with LIle d i red pathway t.ends to decrease the olJt .PIJL or the hasal ganglia. 
The net result. is that a cortically-initiated activation of the direct (indirect) 
pathway \vill tend to enha.nce (Rllppref>R) reentrant tha.lamocortical excitation 
by a decreased (increased) inhibitory outflmv from the basal ganglia to the 
thalallms 49. 

H is reasonable t.o assu me t.hat. i n rormation abolJL Lhe posit.ion and ahout 
the experienced and desired directions have been formulated somewhere, pos
sibly outside of the baRal gangl ia - thalamocortical 100pR and that thiR infor
mation rormR the basis or comp11 tation in these 100pR. The baRal ganglia then 
performs the differencing: The desired acceleration may be expressed as the 
difference hetween the desired direction and the experienced direction. The 
feedfonvard control vector can be computed by means of subtracting the es
timate of the "experienced control vector" from the estimate of the desired 
control vector. The feedba.ck control vector one noteR iR the time-integra.ted 
value of the feedfonvard control vector. Using these properties of the SDS 
Feedback scheme it is pos:sible to characterize the IllOdcl neurons of these con
trol areas: model neurons representing the desired acceleration \vill have higher 
firing rateR in the preparatory phaRe, whereas the firing rateR of model n<:11-
rons repref>enting experienced direction are motion related . The model neuronf> 
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that represent the desi red d i recLion have rn i xed clraraderislics. \-lotiorr related 
model neuronal activities too IlWy be divided into directional and muscle-like 
categories, the former one corresponding to the experienced direction and the 
latter one expressing components of the control vector. The consequences on 
the classification of model neurons arc in general agreCIllent with the experi
mental cla.<;Jsification ."iO,.')1 . 

Two other features of the SDS scheme, "\yhich must be taken into account 
when considering an implementation, arc: (1) The sign of the differencing 
related to the desired and experienced estimates of the trlle inverse-dynamics 
function is subject to particular task settings (consider, say the problem of mir
ror writing "\vhen the trajectory to be followed by the pen is watched through 
a mirror) ; (2) Thc feedback channel should be sign proper in all of the com
ponentfl. 1-10th confltraintfl involve separate feedback channelfl and recognition
hased drarrrrel seledion ror sigrr proper resll lts. The n ndi ng Ural, the basal 
ganglia - thalamocortical loops arc organized in distinct parallel path\vays 32 

is then fmggestcd afl the division of the ';taflk-space'; into su hfietfl with flign
proper feedback channels 48. The division of the task-space and computation 
of the acceleration field requires separate neuronal subsets that compute ta...,k 
related and limb related components for both preparatory, motion related and 
mixed activities. This is yet another feature of neurons belonging to these 
loops 53. 

The feedback control vector should be compllted by means of some in
tegration procedure. The model predictions concerning this integration are 
not restrictive. But it is rea:sonable to assume that the biological system per
forms some form of leaky integration . One hypothetical possihility abollt this 
'integration' is that it results from a neuron subset receiving a thalamocor
tical recurrenL exciLation that i r r  turn i n Legrates the control componerrts or 
the feedback channel. Another might be that differencing and integration arc 
interchanged and a subset of nelJronfl integrate before differencing. Yet an
other possihil i LY is sllggested rrom noting that the reed ronvard and reedhack 
controllers are identical, and the summation of the two control vectors can be 
viewed as a weighted integration (i.e. a memory fllnction with non-exponentia.l 
time dependency) in the feedback channel. That is, the basal ganglia thalam
oCOl·tical loops of higher order motor functions might be organized a.s feedback 
loops withollt any feedforward cha.nnel. Tn this ca.<;Je neurons with different 
'integrate and fire' time constants could represent any "'iveighted sum. Compu
tations 1-vithout making usc of the feedfonvard channel show minor differences 
only at the start of the motion, indicating a viability even for the case of an 
exponential memory function. Conflidering that integration and differencing 
can be interchanged the concept of weighted memory fllllction seems to accord 
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well with the fai rly recent fi ndi ngs that ( 1 )  adivi Lies i n  LlJe supplemefl tary 
motor area, the motor cortex and the putamen strongly overlap, and (2) the 
activities in the cortical regions precede the activity in the p11tamen 50,51 ,.');�. 
The results concerning the robustness of the SDS scheme against inaccuracies 
in the diH'erencing procedure, plausible connections with the Inajor diseases 
of the ba.sal ganglia as well as elaborations on other close similarities behveen 
thc bil.sal ganglia - thalamocortical 100pR and the sns scheme can bc fOllllO 
elsewhere 41'1,'11'1. 

6 Sunullary and further discussion 

The 'SLaLic and Dynamic' SLaLe (SDS) feedback conLrol ticheme 1,.30 of our:s wat; 
presented. Then slight modifications of the original control equations led to 
a global stability property which COllld be proved in a rigorolls manner 1 ,'lH. 
The main advantage of this ne.v scheme is that within the confines of the 
stability theorem the parameter adaptation scheme can be chosen arbitrar
ily, allowing the use of non-linearly parametri7;ed fllllCtion approximators S11Ch 
as neural nehvorks. One restriction of SDS Control is that the results hold 
only for bounded plants, although it was shmvn in computer trials that the 
SDS Control still seems quite suitable for non-bounded plants such as realistic 
robotic manip11latorR. One outstanding question is whether SDS Control can 
he used to cOfiLrol plants w-ith f lofl-tri vial lIero-dynarnics. So rar the re.'l IJlt,s 
obtained were for only the case when there is no zero-dynamics at alL but it 
dOCR secm to be able to cxtend the theory to cover plants which are globally 
minimum-phase. 

Two sets of sillllllations .vere presented, that of the control of a bioreactor 
and of a robotic manipulator. The experiments bore out the predicted the
oretical results, i.e. that the SDS Controller is capable of compensating for 
large pertllrbations. It wa.s observed too that sns Control is sensitive to the 
sampling rate of control, but it is less sensitive than the static (non-adaptive) 
compu /ed torque r i le/hod. 

It was argued that since the S DS Rcheme allowR one to choose and modify 
Lhe functional form of Lhe t;peed-field 1,0 be Lracked, Lhe eslInlGLion of Lhe 
inverse-dynamics, and the particular adaption mechanism, one must have an 
attractive option for optimization according to definite external objectives like 
minIml:taLlon of energy contiulnpLlon and Lhe lliean :square Lracking error. 

It has been argued elsewhere 41'1 that the architecture, the workings and 
the stability conditions have a lot in common l,vith basal ganglia - thalamo
cortical loops. The higher order fonmllation of the sns scheme al lowed 11S to 
interpret the local approximators of the scheme as the models of the neuronal 



gl'OlJpS or the supplementary InoLo!" area, the rllotor cortex, and Ule puLamen .  
The question arises of "\vhat extent one can view the SDS scheme a.s a viable 
functional model of these puzzling areas of the brain .  
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Appendix 

The exact forum of M and V u::;ed in the computer experimenL:s are taken from 
those of a benchmark problem 37 and arc detailed below with conventions and 
the notatiom:; closely follmving the cited work. (The numerical parametem are 
given in Section 3.2) 

Let 

a ,  ( M, + M,) l;; Co.82 (0,) + M, [, [, 008(0,) Co.s (0,,) + M, [; C082W,) + J 

a2 (M, + M2)Lj 
a3 ivI,L,L2 sin(O, + 03) 

(1,4 A12 1)� 

and 

Then 

M(H) = ( l' 
Further, let 

o 
H(0.4 - 0.3) 

H(o., - 0.,,) 03/0., 

o 
H(a4 - 0.3 ) 

H/a, ((a, - (}.3)o.3 + 1 )  

b, (2(2II, + lvI,)L; + llhL, L2) sin(O,) COS(02 ) 

b2 M2L,L2 COS(02) sin(O,) + 2M2L; sin(03) cos(O,) 

1>, M, [, [, sin (H3 - H,) 

) .  

04 (lvI, - }\'J,)L; sin(H,) COS(H3) + J\hL, L2 sin(e,) cos(H,,) 

b" M, [; 8in (0,) Co.S(03) + M, [, [, COS (0,) 8in(03). 
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Then 

F(O, O) = ) . 
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